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So right away, the visual changes pop out. There is a “flat” look to the apps on the doc and the
“stop light” buttons on each window too.
The functions are changed. Close minimize and full screen. All controls on one spot.
Safari has many changes. Top menu bar is minimized to give you more screen space. Share
button has more options including reading list and bookmarks. The favorites bar needs to be
added back in with customizing the toolbar. as well as the iCloud icon for seeing tabs on other
devices.
All the comfortable things you had in prior Safari versions can be added back in through
customizing the toolbar.
The favorites bar can be seen by adding it in and also adding an icon to the toolbar to toggle it
on and off. click inside the search bar and your favorites will come up in a drop down and show
as small icons.
all tabs can be seen with a pinch on the trackpad or with the tab icon in the upper right corner,
Search options have included DuckDuckGo as a search engine that shares less of your info.
clear the search bar and click on the magnifying glass to see the list
Share icon has different ways to share your web finds including recents at the bottom if you are
always sending things to the same people.
Spotlight has new features. It will search not only your mac but give you suggestions from
other sources. In addition to searching your Mac, Spotlight now shows suggestions from the
Internet, iTunes, App Store, movie showtimes, locations nearby, and more. To make
suggestions more relevant to you, Spotlight includes your approximate location with search
requests to Apple. But know that your search selections and usage data will be sent to apple.
Location will be sent if it is turned on. Common words and phrases will be forwarded to Bing. All
to make the search device better for you personally. If you don’t want all this sent out, you can
turn it off in preferences. and it will only search your mac.
The search window can be brought up in center of your screen with a keyboard shortcut. You
can create these in preferences.
The search window is larger as are the search results

Markup attachments in mail.
when replying to an email with attachment. You can mark it up before you send it.
choose reply and then you may have to choose to include attachments from original message.
Then find the attachment and find the little arrow at the upper right corner. Click on that and you
will have a new window in which to mark up.
Hit done and send the new image back!

